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Social media platforms are celebrated for their capacity to empower those with marginalized or disenfranchised
identities and support them to create counterpublics. We focus on one such group, Muslim Americans, and
ask how visible Muslim Americans, such as journalists, activists, and aspiring politicians, use social media to
craft counter-narratives, reclaim control of their stories, and mitigate the harm directed at them. Through a
series of 19 interviews, we found that visible Muslim Americans’ ability to craft and sustain counter narratives
is largely hampered by sustained online harm (e.g. harassment). We found that these public figures were
harmed repeatedly over long periods of time and through the weaponization of platform affordances such
as replying, tagging, and hashtag takeovers, as well as the weaponization of their gender and identity. Our
findings shed light on the serious limitations of social media to provide a safe platform for counterpublics
to engage externally with wider publics. Finally, we discuss the limitations of content moderation as the
dominant framework for addressing harm online and suggest alternative paths forward based on restorative
and transformative justice.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social media platforms have been applauded for being at the forefront of progress towards an
open and inclusive public sphere - a place where people can gather, share ideas, and debate
[23, 148]. However, the experiences of marginalized people in these spaces remain complicated
[137]. Marginalized people’s participation in online spaces opens them to frequent and severe
harms such as physical threats, stalking, harassment, and sexual abuse [160]. At the same time,
HCI researchers have studied how marginalized people benefit from online safe spaces that afford
a degree of escape from harm and can support discourse, identity formation, and mutual aid [137].
These safe spaces are reminiscent of Nancy Fraser’s formulation of subaltern counterpublics, or
private spaces for discourse that marginalized groups have created outside of traditional public
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spaces. Here, we focus on the role that online platforms play in the external function of subaltern
counterpublics i.e. persuading larger society that the ideas formulated by the counterpublic are
valid [148].

To explore this, we study how Muslim Americans who are highly visible – e.g. journalists,
activists, and public officials – engage with broader publics online, are harmed in the process, and
use different strategies to mitigate those harms. Muslim Americans face unique and severe forms of
online abuse, such as harassment and hate speech on social media sites [33, 85]. After a July 2020
audit, Facebook found that the social media giant had itself “created an atmosphere where Muslims
feel under siege” on the platform [49]. In response to these high risk conditions, Muslims in the
U.S. have largely reduced their visibility online [84], suffered heightened anxiety [131], disengaged
politically [122], and have experienced negative health effects [14]. At the same time, however,
these conditions have also encouraged Muslim Americans to mobilize: more have run for office
[151], some have become more vocal online [84], and there has been more organizing among a
new base of Muslim leaders, particularly within progressive and radical movements [47]. These
efforts can be explained through Fraser and Squire’s definitions of counterpublics [61, 148].
In this paper, we study what happens when Muslim American counterpublics engage online

with broader, dominant publics. We conducted semi-structured interviews with 19 self-identified
Muslims living in the United States who have public personas and an active presence on social
media platforms. We found that participants rely heavily on their social media networks to engage
with other publics, respond to and challenge dominant narratives that demonize Muslims, and
to broadcast and uplift counter-narratives. In doing so, participants frequently faced abuse and
harassment, which were often sustained over long periods of time and space, weaponized plat-
form affordances, and more severely affected people with overlapping marginalized identities (e.g.
racialized Muslims, women and non-binary/gender non-conforming Muslims).

Despite these risks, participants continued to engage with online audiences and platforms, often
while trying to leverage platform affordances to enact more agency over their safety and wellbeing,
such as by curating online audiences and developing safety plans. We found that participants rarely,
if ever, reported safety violations to platforms due to a lack of faith in their efficacy, the laborious
reporting process, and the burden of reliving their traumas. In some cases, participants reported
that online safety mechanisms – e.g. blocking, reporting – resulted in increased abuse. We end with
a discussion of potential directions for addressing online harm and building safer and more just
online spaces based on principles of restorative and transformative justice [21, 116, 139, 162].

2 RELATEDWORK
Our paper draws on two main areas of scholarship. First, we discuss research on publics, counter-
publics, and how they form and operate online. Second, we discuss research on online harm, such
as harassment, particularly focusing on their impacts on marginalized people. Our work builds on
recent HCI scholarship that studies and designs for the needs of Muslims and other faith-based
communities [5, 6, 117, 129, 130, 152].

2.1 Online Publics and Counterpublics
Theoretical work about public spheres have heavily shaped the study of media and democracy,
and in particular work on publics and counterpublics [11, 148]. These theories originate from the
conception of the singular bourgeois public sphere by Habermas [75], together with Fraser’s later
response [61]. For Habermas, the public sphere is a theatre in modern societies where all citizens
can engage in political participation through the medium of talk. This concept of a public sphere
imagines a physical or mediated space, distinct from the state, where citizens can share information
and discuss and deliberate on shared issues. For Habermas, an active public sphere is necessary for
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a functioning democracy. Unfortunately, most of the time, participation in public discourse is not
accessible to all people. In fact, the rise of the bourgeois public sphere that Habermas documents
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Europe, coincides with the African slave trade and
dehumanization of people of color [13]. Therefore, Habermas failed to acknowledge how women
and people of color were largely left out of the ideal public sphere of the Enlightenment era [148].

In 1990, Nancy Frasier linked work on the Habermasian public sphere with the preoccupations
of the subaltern school of postcolonial historiography [61]. Frasier coined the term subaltern
counterpublics, as “parallel discursive arenas where members of subordinated social groups invent
and circulate counterdiscourses, which in turn permit them to formulate oppositional interpretations
of their identities, interests, and needs” [56, 61]. Fraser argues that subaltern counterpublics need
safer, separate spaces to discuss their interests outside of the interference of the dominant public
[61]. Even if access to the public sphere is theoretically guaranteed to all, social norms and state
surveillance can instill fear in marginalized people that their participation in counterpublics might
be met with indifference, or worse, violence [148]. While Habermas posits that members of the
public should bracket or leave behind their identities when they enter the public sphere, Fraser
argues that such bracketing does not remove power relations, but merely obscures them [61]. Like
Fraser, many contemporary scholars have articulated multiple, coexisting counterpublics composed
mainly of marginalized people [25, 132, 148]. Coexisting counterpublics may be differentiated by
group characteristics or identities, such as ethnicity, race, gender, or religion. Take for instance an
immigrant support group formed in reaction to exclusionary politics of the dominant public and/or
the state [148]. The conceptual move away from the Habermasian ideal of a single public sphere,
allows for the recognition of the political struggles and innovations of marginalized people outside
of public spaces dominated by white cisgender bourgeois men [148].

One area of ambiguity in this literature is around what makes a counterpublic, “counter”? Is any
gathering and discussion among marginalized people a counterpublic, or is the creation of new
counter-narratives that critique the dominant order needed? Does a marginalized group need to
take actions with the goal of transforming the dominant order to be recognized as a counterpublic?
To answer this question, Squires contributes a framework based on Black public spheres in the
U.S. [148]. Squires recognizes three different types of responses that a marginalized public sphere
might produce given their particular political, social, and cultural conditions: enclave, counterpublic,
and satellite. A public might enclave itself –hiding ideas that are counter to the dominant view in
order to protect itself– while engaging in internal deliberation and development of those ideas
and strategies. The second type of public is a counterpublic that can engage in debate with wider
publics in order to test ideas and potentially take collective action. Finally, a satellite public seeks
separation for reasons other than oppression and may engage in wider discourse from time to time.
Squires posits that the form a public takes is not only a reaction to outside oppression, but is also
shaped by the public’s internal relations, culture, and access to resources, all conditions that may
change over time [148].

With more discourse moving online particularly through social media and online forums, subal-
tern counterpublics gained an important new technological medium for connecting and finding
common cause. As many media scholars have documented, online spaces often allow for the emer-
gence of new alternatives to hegemonic social relations and power structures [48, 98]. Relatedly,
HCI researchers have documented protected, safe spaces created by marginalized people where
they can engage in discussion, identity formation, and mutual support (e.g. [7, 16, 40, 51, 77, 81,
86, 94, 108, 116, 130, 136, 137, 149, 155, 163]). This body of work contributes mechanisms that can
create safe spaces online, such as anonymity [7], privacy settings, the creation and enforcement of
community standards [128], content warnings, and limited, controlled membership [77]. While
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these safe online spaces have many benefits for marginalized people, they can also themselves be
infiltrated and targeted [77, 137].

While having access to safe, protected spaces for discourse is necessary, in this paper, we focus
on the external function of counterpublics: persuading the larger society that the counterpublic’s
claims are valid [54, 148]. For instance, Felski describes the institutional mechanisms and sites
which created the avenues for the dissemination of feminist thought, such as health clinics, political
action groups, and bookstores [54]. Similarly, Dawson highlights the importance of various Black
institutions in the success of Black public spheres such as the Black press, popular music, and the
church [41]. Therefore, the political success of a counterpublic is impacted by the institutions it
is able to form, its ties to dominant political actors, and its ability to create effective vehicles for
publicity [148]. Historically, publicity by a counterpublic has been facilitated through independent
media sources and distribution channels [61]. Social media can provide one such avenue.
Jackson et al. rely on examples such as #BlackLivesMatter, #FastTailedGirls, and #MeToo [63],

to argue that various forms of hashtag activism can serve as offense or defense mechanisms to
attract attention to a social and political issue or change harmful narratives against marginalized
groups [87, 98]. As disembodied public spaces that are not racially marked, platforms such as
Twitter are perceived as white. Kuo explains that in such an environment, racial justice activist
hashtags such as #Solidarityisforwhitewomen and #NotYourAsianSideKick demonstrate injustice,
re-frame discourse, and/or promote policy change while at the same time establishing grounds for
participation and building collective identity [99]. Research has also shown how the use of hashtags
such as #CanYouHearUsNow and #MuslimsReportStuff help American Muslims exert control on
their narratives online [124]. Such activism sometimes involves the use of humor and satire, which
has been shown to be a powerful tool for creating more interaction in countering hate speech [15].
In addition, some studies have examined how hashtag hijacking has been used by marginalized
communities to change the dominant or original narrative of a hashtag (e.g. #IstopIslam, #myNYPD)
[88].
Despite the promise of online platforms to facilitate the external function of counterpublics, in

this work we found that visible Muslim Americans’ capacity to make use of this avenue was severly
limited by pervasive online harms that stretched through time and space.

2.2 Online Harms and Platform Moderation
Prior work in HCI has studied how people, particularly marginalized people, are harmed online,
including through hatespeech [29, 80], violent imagery [107], misinformation [55], harassment
[19, 20, 121, 125], and bullying [12, 100, 147]. Online harms cause emotional distress and jeopardize
the physical safety of their targets [29, 158]. Researchers have also studied the gendered forms
of online harm [110, 158] and how gendered online harm has offline impact [127]. One study
found that online harassment is prevalent for young women and that platform affordances increase
opportunities for harassment [159]. Similarly, people of color face myriad harms online [46, 73, 97,
120], and social media reliance has been shown to increase support for hostile anti-Muslim policies,
in particular [104].
Content moderation is the dominant mechanism that platforms use to address a myriad of

online harms [68, 133, 142]. Some platforms also utilize volunteer moderators who mostly focus on
interpersonal harm, and can set rules, remove content, and ban people [142]. However, existing
forms of content moderation have been criticized for failing to remove a range of severe harms
such as posts promoting alt-right views and revenge porn [31, 119, 157]. Recently, machine learning
tools have begun to play an important role in automating content moderation by flagging and
remove violating content [27]. However, a lack of nuanced or cultural understandings can result
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in failures such as for detecting hate speech [91]. Research has shown how negative sentiment
around Islam and Muslims are actually built into these automated systems [1].
Content moderation practices have had limited success in helping marginalized people. Many

content moderation practices are based on user reports which favor majority norms [35]. But even
when content that harms marginalized people is reported, platforms fail to act on it. In one study
researchers at the Center for Countering Digital Hate reported 530 posts which contained disturbing,
bigoted, and dehumanizing content targetingMuslim people. The social media companies (Facebook,
Instagram, TikTok, Twitter, and Youtube) failed to act on 89% of the posts [59]. Together these
posts were viewed at least 25 million times. The same research center has shown that social media
platforms fail to act on antisemitism [58] and misogynist abuse [60].
On the other hand, people with marginalized identities are more likely to have their content

removed [164]. One study found that transgender people had their content removed when it
was related to their identity, contained adult content (despite following site guides), or critical of
dominant groups and Black people had their content removed when they spoke about racism or
racial justice [79]. Overall, content related to expressing their marginalized identity was removed
despite following site policies or being within moderation gray areas [79]. Other research has found
that content about racism is frequently flagged and removed as hate speech [74] even when the
context is a Black person sharing a racist incident that had happened to them [89]. Black content
creators have said that TikTok hides their posts especially if they post about race or Black Lives
Matter [64] and Trans users have accused TikTok of censoring trans content [36].

In this paper, we study what happens when Muslim counterpublics in the U.S. engage externally
and how online harms limit their ability to do so. In the next section, we will provide background
on the current state of Muslims in the U.S.

3 BACKGROUND: MUSLIMS IN THE U.S.
Muslims became central to the U.S. sociopolitical discourse in the aftermath of the September
11, 2001 terrorist attacks. In the years since, Muslims have experienced immense hostility in the
societal and political realms [90, 102, 105, 106, 144]. But, Islamophobia is nothing new; it dates
back to the antebellum South when the first Muslims arrived as forcibly enslaved people [17].
Historically, Muslims have been constructed at odds with the “west,” and have been stereotyped
as backwards, undemocratic, and uncivilized [134]. Notwithstanding the immense diversity of
customs, histories, traditions, and languages among the global and domestic Muslim populations,
popular tropes of Islam are traditionally linked to violence, misogyny, barbarism, and intolerance
[17, 52, 101, 103, 123, 134]. Thus, despite being a diverse religious group, Muslims in the U.S. have
been racially coded, identified, named, and categorized [38, 143], with their cultural and religious
values and practices routinely criticized and posed in opposition to democratic norms and principles
[37, 39, 143]. Moreover, anti-Muslim attitudes are pervasive and growing: in 2017, the number
of anti-Muslim hate groups rose for the third straight year and the Council on American Islamic
Relations (CAIR) recorded 2,599 anti-Muslim bias incidents taking place across the nation [101].
Especially worrisome for the how Muslims fare in everyday sociopolitical life in the U.S. is the large
degree to which hostility has also manifested on online platforms; for instance, the 2018 election in
the U.S. saw coordinated activities on Twitter to track Muslim candidates and utilize Islamophobia
to mobilize voters against them [126].

Researchers have begun to explore the effects of increasing stigmatization onMuslims themselves.
Muslims report high levels of discrimination [105, 122], and those with more experiences of
discrimination are more likely to hold a higher sense of “stigma consciousness” [141], or awareness
of their low sociopolitical positioning. Assaults against Muslims in 2017 surpassed post-9/11 figures
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in 2001, [93] and in 2017, 75% of Muslims agreed that there is a lot of discrimination against their
group [43].

Veiled Muslim women, in particular, are uniquely positioned to experience harm. Research has
found that Muslim women face discrimination in the labor market [2, 42, 65], are rated as less
intelligent and attractive and are more linked to tropes of terror [76, 109], and face immense barriers
to healthcare [146, 154]. Those who wear the hijab are especially vulnerable, because the headscarf
serves as a visible marker of their religious identity. In the wake of the 2016 presidential election,
the Southern Poverty Law Center noted that numerous veiled Muslim women were physically
attacked and grabbed by their headscarves [26]. Given that Muslim women are especially visible
and that they have experienced physical and unprovoked offline harm by merely existing, they
may be experiencing similar, if not more violent, forms of abuse online, where attackers have the
privilege of being anonymous and rarely held accountable.

Facing this rising tide of hostility, some Muslims have identified their visibility as putting them
at greater risk. For example, one month after the 2016 election, in response to rising anti-Muslim
hate crimes and Muslim women indicating that they felt unsafe in public, Imam Abdullah Antepli
of Raleigh, North Carolina, recommended to women that under the extraordinary circumstances
under which Muslim Americans now live, they may require extraordinary measures to protect
their safety, including taking off the hijab, at least temporarily. Imam Omar Suleiman of Irving,
Texas likewise echoed this advice when considering hijabi women’s fears and advised them to
make practical changes to protect their safety, such as wearing a hoodie instead of a hijab if they
felt in danger [24, 38, 145].

This climate, moreover, has negatively affected U.S. Muslims and Arabs who at least temporarily
reduced their visibility in public spaces, both online on Twitter and offline in public spaces. In the
wake of major discriminatory campaign events throughout the 2016 presidential campaign, Arab
and Muslim Twitter users reduced their visibility online [84]. And, some scholarship has found that
in the wake of the Trump’s 2017 Executive Order restricting travel from majority Muslim countries,
also commonly referred to as the “Muslim Ban,” U.S. Muslims reported that the ensuing protests in
their defense highlighted their visibility and made them feel more likely to endure physical harm
[101].

In reaction to dominant narratives that demonize and dehumanize them, someMuslim Americans
have become more visible and vocal and have engaged in counterpublic activities. In this paper, we
study what happens when these counterpublics attempt to use online social media platforms to
engage with dominant publics.

4 STUDY DESIGN
Our research was guided by an over-arching question: how do visible Muslim Americans use social
media platforms to engage with and share their own narratives within wider dominant publics?
Early in the course of this research we learned about the severe impact of online harm, such as
harassment and hate speech on our participants, and included studying the impact and nature of
that harm as a second research question.
To answer these research questions, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 19 self-

identified Muslims living in the United States who have public personas and an active presence on
social media platforms. Below, we outline our recruitment and interview procedure, discuss ethical
considerations in carrying out this research, and describe the limitations we encountered.

4.1 Data Collection
4.1.1 Interview Recruitment: We used purposeful sampling to recruit interview participants. By
querying public databases of Muslim policy and advocacy groups, activists, Muslim journalists,
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academics, and political candidates, we aggregated a list of 85 American Muslims and organizations
active online. The phrase “active online” was defined as a user who possessed a public account
on at least one social media platform and frequently used that account for their personal and
professional communications such as posting content, replying to other content, following other
users, or reporting. Due to our research interest in the relationship between Muslim American
counterpublics and the dominant American public, our initial list consists of people with a public
platform who are active on social media in English. We divided our list into the following categories:
activist or organizer; politician; Muslim policy and advocacy group’s representative; academic;
journalist; and other public figures including comedians and bloggers. We emailed all 85 individuals
on the list and invited them to a 45 to 60 minute zoom interview. In our invitation email we outlined
the purpose of our research, our funding sources, and the researchers’ names and affiliations.
In addition we attached the interview questions and an interview recording and data collection
consent form to ensure that a participant have enough time to read the interview questions and
learn about the purpose of their engagement. Our study and interview questions were approved by
the Institutional Board Review at our university.

4.1.2 Interview Procedure: Nineteen individuals accepted our invitation for interviews. From June
to August 2020, we interviewed them in 45 to 60 minute video interviews through Zoom. These
interviews were recorded, and were semi-structured. Our interviews followed four procedures.
Upon arrival, the participant was introduced to the researcher(s) and the study. Any questions about
the consent form and audio-recording were addressed by the researcher(s). The interviews began
with a short introduction of the participant about their profession, the social media platforms they
use most often, and the ways they track their online engagement. The second part of the interview
sought to understand participants’ self-identification as a Muslim on a social media platform, the
harms they faced, and the strategies they have taken to protect themselves and to exert agency over
their representation online. We followed this with questions about potential limitations of social
media platforms’ design features and policies with respect to protecting the participants and their
communities. We concluded the interviews by inquiring about the participants’ recommendations
for social media platforms and asked if there have been any other experiences that they would
like to share with us. We believe that our participants’ lived experience as Muslims in America is
likely to be shaped by their demographic backgrounds [138]. As such, following the interviews,
we sent a form to inquire about participants demographic information including gender, race and
ethnicity, and the title they would like to be associated with in the paper. We offered the participants
a USD $50 gift-card as compensation for their time. Table 1 indicates our participants’ demographic
backgrounds.

4.2 Data Analysis
We hired two research assistants to manually transcribe the interviews. We then analyzed the
data in an iterative process of interpretative qualitative coding [111]. Before beginning the coding
procedure, we developed a shared understanding of the interviews’ main themes and developed a
preliminary codebook. Two of the co-authors coded all 19 interviews line by line adhering to an
open coding process by taking inductive approaches. They used the research group’s Slack channel
to address uncertainties and refine codes. In addition, this subset of researchers reviewed each
other’s coding schemes to ensure consistency. Occasionally, they also wrote analytical memos based
on their observations during the interviews and coding process. In the end, the codebook consisted
of three levels of codes including 20 top-codes, 74 subcodes, and 17 sub-subcodes. These researchers
later used a virtual whiteboard to share and discuss the study’s main themes and findings.
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Participant ID Gender Racial-Ethnic Group Profession
P1 Male Arab American Journalist
P2 Male South Asian American Public Speaker
P3 Female Central Asian American Former Political Candidate
P4 Male Latinx American Researcher
P5 Male Middle Eastern American Academic
P6 Female White American Former Political Candidate
P7 Female Arab American Former Political Candidate
P8 Female Arab American Executive Director of a Muslims Policy Organization
P9 Female Middle Eastern American Academic
P10 Female Arab American Academic
P11 Female Middle Eastern American Blogger and Activist
P12 Female Arab American Blogger
P13 Male Arab American Former Political Candidate
P4 Male South Asian American Communications Director of a Muslims Advocacy Group
P15 Female Arab American Journalist
P16 Female South Asian American Journalist
P17 Male South Asian Politician
P18 Female Arab American Executive Director of a Muslims Advocacy Organization
P19 Female Arab American Journalist

Table 1. Demographic information of the research participants

4.3 Researchers’ Reflexive Statement and Ethical Considerations
Given the sensitivity of our research topic, we acknowledge that discussing the lived experiences of
racism, sexism, Islamophobia, and other forms of online harms can be challenging for participants
[9]. We addressed this concern in different ways: we used semi-structured interviews as a method
to ensure that participants have more control over the conversation. In addition, we extended invi-
tations to participants to review our work at the end of each interview, as well as in post-interview
surveys. It is important to note that the research approach was an example of member-research
because all members of the research group (including research assistants) self-identify as Muslim
[3]. As such, we have some degree of understanding about the harassment and discrimination that
Muslim Americans face. This also helped us to establish trust with our participants such that they
felt comfortable sharing their experiences with us.

4.4 Limitations
According to a 2017 PEW Survey, 20% of Muslim Americans are racially Black [115]. Despite our
efforts, we were not successful in recruiting any Black Muslims for this study. In addition, none
of our participants identified as LGBTQ+, despite increasing numbers of Muslims indicating their
LGBTQ+ status in surveys [150]. Black and queer Muslims are heavily marginalized in the U.S.
and the absence of their voices limits our ability to paint a comprehensive picture of the nature
of harm that visible Muslims face. In particular, the intersections of marginalized identities for
Muslim Americans increases their risks and vulnerabilities to both external harm (by the dominant
public) and internal harm (by other members of the counterpublic). Additionally, we would like to
reflect on the fact that our sampling strategy specifically reached out to Muslim Americans who
had a visible, public profile online. We speculate that having this kind of public presence might be
even more costly and dangerous for more heavily marginalized Muslims in America which made it
difficult for us to recruit such people. In other words, as some of our participants acknowledged,
despite their marginalized religious and ethnic identities, our participants still benefited from other
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types of privilege such as being white-presenting or having access to resources through class
privilege or institutional networks. Future work can study how overlapping identities and levels
of access can impact a counterpublic’s external function, as well as the role that internal power
relations play in shaping who ‘speaks’ for a counterpublic [148].

5 RESULTS
Our participants developed strategies to take control of their own narratives. They worked to
build an audience and used their platforms to educate and craft counternarratives to dominant
narratives that demonized them. Counternarratives are stories that people tell and live by in
resistance to dominant cultural narratives [8]. Our participants saw value in working to create and
promote counternarratives about their identities and lives as Muslim Americans. However, they
were also acutely aware of the limitations of this approach given lack of organizational resources
and limitations on the volume of their speech.

Our participants thought carefully about their audiences, how to engage with them, and how to
build community. Some participants limited their audiences and focused on community building,
others took a more public approach and engaged in public online debates. These participants
described activities that were close to the external functions described for counterpublics [148]. In
other words, even if they didn’t necessarily believe that they could change the minds of the people
they were talking to directly, they saw public debates as an opportunity to perform for the “silent
watchers” and transform culture. One participant described how they didn’t see their public facing
work as necessarily stopping white supremacists from enacting violence, but more as an effort to
change the culture that condoned that violence and made it possible:

“If one is thinking that putting out mass messages is going to counter hate, and maybe
stop a Brendan Terrance, a Dylan Roof, or a Robert Bowers, I think we need to be a
little more circumspect and realistic. If we are saying, though, it’s going to shift the
national temperature which would make the overall climate of hatred toned down and
in turn, turn down the social permissibility of violent action, then that’s a different
thing altogether.” (P4)

When people of marginalized identities, such as Muslim Americans, become visible online, they
are harmed [4]. Our participants described the chilling effect that this had on members of their
communities:

“I definitely see that people are more scared. People are more concerned for their safety.
Even when people do talk to me I have some people who say like can you not put my
name if you want to put me in a story or don’t put my picture because they’re afraid
of a backlash. They’re afraid that people online [. . . ] are going to look up their names
look up their locations and threaten them. And that has happened unfortunately many
times. So it definitely makes it harder [. . . ]. You have people who choose not to come
online at all. They don’t want to make Facebook accounts they don’t want to make
Twitter accounts. They don’t want to engage with their local media. They don’t want
to talk to media. And so we’re now putting pressure on these people and we’re forcing
them to.” (P15)

Our participants described online harm that is pervasive, organized, and meant to intimidate and
silence them. They talked about how social media harassment led to letters written to employers,
Chancellors, and university Presidents to silence them. How whole websites (e.g. canary mission)
were set up to catalog and monitor their activities and make them hyper-visible and vulnerable.
Finally, they talked about the chilling effect that this harm ultimately has on their ability to engage
in public discourse and shape their own narratives.
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“Being public as a Muslim, at least as an American Muslim in today’s political climate
[. . . ] is putting people in a vulnerable position, where even if you want to be vocally
Muslim - to say you are Muslim - you are potentially putting yourself at harm, or
putting yourself at risk for reading Islamophobic comments, or getting death threats,
or having people say things about them, or threaten them, whatever it might be. I think
that’s the difficult side of Muslim Americans being on social media and you know,
being public.” (P12)

In this section we describe the ways that visible Muslim Americans were harmed online. Under-
standing the nature and characteristics of the harm that visible marginalized people face, helps us
better understand the role that social media plays in both providing a platform for and limiting the
voices of marginalized people. Understanding the harm is also the first step to effectively address it.

5.1 Sustained harm over long periods of time and (virtual) space.
One of the main characteristics of the harm that our participants described was sustained harm
over long periods of time and (virtual) space. Here, by space we mean virtual spaces in social media
platforms such as posts, private messages, email, comments sections, and tags, as well as across
multiple platforms. Prior research has found simlar characteristics in the harms experienced by
female journalists [72]. Sustained harm over space and time – whether that be harassment, hate
speech, or threats of physical violence – has two main effects: it wears the recipient down and it
makes their social platforms unusable.

“It’s like, months and months of just, like [being targeted and attacked] and it sends
you into really suicidal depression. It’s not a joke at all.” (P8)

When harm is stretched over time and space, it becomes significantly more damaging and
intimidating. The temporal aspects of the harm were particularly salient to our participants. They
described harm that happened over long periods of time, sometimes months, as well as harm that
happened quickly and repeatedly. These patterns meant that it was difficult for the recipient to find
space to distance themselves from the harm and to heal. Additionally, our participants described
harm that happens consistently over long periods of time as intimidating and debilitating. The
implicit message is that someone took the time to find information about them, write messages,
or edit images and create memes in order to harm them. For instance, one participant described
knowing the fact that a person was paying constant attention to them as particularly threatening:

“That one individual for example who was tweeting about me continuously [. . . ] it was
so continuous. And it was the length. It just seemed a bit more threatening because the
person was real.” (P16)

Similarly, when harm was stretched across multiple virtual spaces participants felt hyper-visible
and accessible. Sometimes this escalated to doxxing or the threat of physical harm:

“For me, when something’s on social media, it’s very distant, it’s still distant and
anonymous. But once somebody calls you on your work phone, emails you, takes the
time to find your email at work– which, it’s easy to find, but still they’re going to that
extent– leaving you a message, writing you emails, it’s not very much more for them
to find out where you live.” (P10)

Sustained harm over time and space makes social media platforms unusable for the targets.
Participants described how the sheer amount of notifications, tags, and mentions overrode the
basic functionality of their social media accounts. This led many to be forced to close their accounts
for some amount of time. Consistent with prior literature we found that this also leads to people
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loosing their channels for social support. One participant described how they stopped checking
their notifications because of the magnitude of the harm:

“Since [our successful] campaign went trending, I received at least a Tweet every thirty
seconds for 2 and a half weeks straight. There were graphic images, there were death
threats [. . . ] all of these things for two and a half weeks. So for me, I couldn’t see
anyone who had been tweeting because I wouldn’t check my notifications. The second
I would scroll to the top it would hit 20+, 20+.” (P11)

These findings highlight the importance of considering time and space when designing ways
to address online harm. The temporal and spatial aspects of online harm create a challenge for
dominant content moderation frameworks. Content moderation generally considers individual
pieces of content at the moment they are reported, which becomes less effective when harm happens
quickly and repeatedly and when it accumulates over long periods of time. Additionally, the main
available enforcement mechanism for users in a content moderation framework is reporting content
that is against the rules. However, because the harm is spread over time and space using content
moderation reporting functions becomes very labor intensive and almost impossible. As one
participant described:

“One of these accounts – if they target you, and they have sometimes millions of
followers – you’re kind of dead, you’re just dead. You’re going to be harassed for
months. And I don’t know what to do about it. People just get off Twitter. This keeps
happening to people I know, and it’s very hard to figure out what to do. I mean, they’re
blocking and reporting, but you almost need like a full-time staff to help you fight it,
and you’re usually on your own.” (P8)

Overall, for visible Muslim Americans what made online harm particularly damaging was
sustained harm over time and space. The length and consistency of such harm made using the basic
functionalities of their social media accounts impossible, from posting content, to checking their
notifications, to reporting the harm itself. This often led to people becoming silenced or forced to
close their accounts.

5.2 Weaponizing platform affordances: reply, tag, quote tweet, hashtag, report.
The second major attribute of the harm that our participants described was the weaponizing of
platform affordances. Our participants described how the people who harmed them took advantage
of almost any platform affordance to do so. This included requests, tagging, hashtag takeovers,
replying, quote tweeting, blocking, reporting, and even influencing algorithms used by the platform.

Affordances are the actionable properties between the world and an actor [66]. Social media sites
afford posting, tagging, responding, etc. Prior research has introduced the concept of disaffordances,
or perceptual cues with actions that are blocked or constrained as well as dysaffordances, or objects
that require the person to misidentify themselves to be able to act on [34, 161]. Designers have
been called on to take account of disaffordances and dysaffordances in order to prevent systematic
exclusion of marginalized people [34]. While we agree with the importance of these calls, our
participants were blocked or constrained from platform affordances not because of disaffordances
in the design of the platform, but because of the intentional weaponization of those or other
affordances.
Weaponized affordances are affordances that are used with the express purpose of harming

someone. For instance, prior research has shown the weaponization of location tracking applications
for intimate partner violence [62]. When platform affordances are weaponized they are often used
as tools to overwhelm the target by harming them over space and time. This in turn often makes it
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impossible for the target to make use of the platform. For instance, multiple participants talked
about how tagging was used as a tool to harm them or people they knew.

“A friend getting totally buried and overwhelmed with notifications, where they’re
just being tagged in hateful text online, like on Twitter or something like that. Or
they’re being tagged in very violent or pornographic images that are meant to bully or
intimidate or harass.” (P9)

Another example of weaponizing affordances is hashtag takeovers. One of our participants
explained how #CAIR was initially created by CAIR, the Council on American-Islamic Relations, a
nonprofit, grassroots civil rights and advocacy organization, as a mechanism for dialog and raising
awareness about Muslim issues in the U.S. However, the hashtag was quickly taken over by people
who used it to spread Islamophobic hate-speech, including violent and disturbing messages. This
participant described how people struggled to regain their voice in shaping the narrative:

“You know it’s funny I would say that some of our people do that by attempting to
reclaim the hashtag but there’s just so much junk in it that you know [. . . ] you’re either
creating a new hashtag or reclaiming an existing hashtag but you’re constantly dealing
with the possibility that there’s just so much more keyboard power on the other side.”
(P18)

In all of the cases that we found, power enabled the weaponizing of affordances. In some cases
that meant the labor intensive “keyboard power” of repeatedly tagging, messaging, or reporting
someone or taking back a hashtag. We argue that in addition to considering platform disaffordances
and dysaffordances, designers should also consider and study how affordances might be weaponized
and design safeguards to stop that harm.

5.3 Weaponizing gender and identity.
The final characteristic of the harm that our participants described was the weaponizing of their
gender and their Muslim identity. Our participants described their online presence as being under
increased scrutiny because of their marginalized identity, their visibly Muslim profile, or their name
that was perceived as foreign. The harm our participants described was also heavily dependent on
their gender. One participant spoke to the specific ways this gendered harm manifested for visibly
Muslim people:

“Women are sexualized. Women are seen as oppressed [. . . ] men are seen as scary and
dangerous and so the ways in which the harassment can manifest can be different.
Different in content not in severity.” (P18)

Overall, we found that people in our study had very different conceptions and attitudes toward
the harm that they experienced based on their gender. This is in line with prior work that has
shown that women are more likely to view online harassment as a major problem [45]. They are
also more likely to be targets of it. In one study, researchers set up fake online user accounts. They
found that female-sounding names were 25 times more likely to receive threatening or sexually
explicit messages [112]. Accounts that seemed to belong to women received 100 such messages
(threatening or sexually explicit messages) on average every day, compared to 3.7 for accounts that
seemed to belong to men [112]. Similarly, the women we talked to were more frequently targeted
with sexual harassment and gender based harm.

“There’s also a lot of sexual harassment as well, I would guess some of that is tied to
being Muslim because there is still a sexualization and orientalization that goes into it,
and also the perversiveness of like, sending like, a dick pic to a hijabi” (P11)
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One woman participant described the severity and gendered nature of the harm she experienced,
particularly as she gained visibility:

“And that’s when I would get attacked quite aggressively, after I was publishing articles,
and most of them, they were attacks that were direct emails to my work account. Those
were the most vulgar. They were very gendered. They were very xenophobic, so the
usual ‘go back to your country,’ ‘you’re a terrorist,’ and then there were these threats
of rape.” (P10)

Identity based harm is not limited to Islamophobic hate speech. Our participants experienced
harm at the intersection of their gender and identity. For instance, some Muslim women reported
being targets of harassment by other Muslims for not conforming to social or cultural expectations.
One participant explained how she struggled to make sense of this harm because it fell outside of
dominant Islamophobic attacks:

“I didn’t think about it initially as something that could be Islamophobic or whatever,
but it is targeted for me because I’m a [. . . ] visibly Muslim woman, is usually from
other Muslims. And it’s usually like, you know, ‘haram police’ or it’s somebody who is
being critical of something I’ve shared, that they don’t think is within the guidelines of
our faith. Or it’s something about the way I dressed, or it’s something about the way I
act [. . . ] that’s way more common that I’ve experienced but I guess in my mind I don’t
put it in the same folder, I guess, as Islamophobic” (P12)

This participant described the complexities of being simultaneously harmed by the dominant
culture and by members of the same marginalized group, or “insider harm” [137]. This experience
is not unique to Muslims, researchers have also documented the complexities of experiencing
“cultural betrayal” by Black women who have been harmed by Black men [69]. Such harms are
associated with the break down of trust and the development of cultural betrayal trauma [69].
Finally, acknowledging and describing these complex forms of harm is complicated for us, the
authors, as it necessitates the discussion of within-group conflict and harm within a dominant
academic culture with ingrained Islamophobia [116].
The weaponizing of gender and identity shows the importance of analyzing harm within the

complex cultural and political context that it is happening. Meaningfully addressing harm without
doing so is not possible. In this section we described the three main characteristics of the harm that
our participants experienced: 1) sustained harm over long periods of time and space, 2) weaponizing
platform affordances, and 3) weaponizing gender and identity. In the next section we will describe
the strategies that our participants used when faced with this harm and the constraints they faced.

5.4 Gendered strategies for protection
We found that the strategies that people used for their safety and protection were also gendered.
The men we talked to mostly took an approach of ignoring the harm and the offenders whereas
women described detailed plans for protecting themselves. The reason for this difference is both
in the types of harm that men and women receive as well as their perceived vulnerabilities. The
Muslim men we interviewed were mostly worried about protecting their reputations, whereas the
Muslim women we interviewed were worried about protecting their physical and psychological
safety.

“I would say that you know with women sort of it’s about safety for men it’s the
opposite it’s being reported to law enforcement. They think women are oppressed so
it’s not unimaginable that once people see you as oppressed they further pile on to
that, and men are seen as dangerous” (P18)
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The men we talked to in this study mostly described ignoring and not engaging in the face of
online harm.

“You can attack me all you want. I don’t care that much.” (P13)
This may be due to what each person perceives as the magnitude of risks to their safety and well-

being, and may also be related to cultural expectations that men perform strength in public. Even
when one participant was threatened physically and had to take protective actions, he downplayed
it as being expected:

“When I ran, I wasn’t tracking my own social media as much as the team was. And
we just got enough death threats that folks were like, ‘You probably should take a
bodyguard.’ and you know, it’s not like I didn’t know it was coming. I hate to say it
but it is part in parcel for running for office and being Muslim. But also running a
prominent campaign in a [anonymized] office.” (P13)

The women we talked to described being afraid of potential harm, particularly physical harm.
“And so my big concern was that somebody was gonna come over to my house and do
something, and I have children. And I’m worried that they would come to the school.
And you always know where I am when I’m teaching.” (P10)

Women were also more likely to have established plans for their safety and the safety of their
family and friends that they shared with us. For instance, one participant said that they never tweet
about an event until they have left the location and another had communicated with friends and
family about what information they can and cannot post about them online. Most of the women
we talked to had a detailed plan for blocking, documenting, limiting their audience, and asking
friends and the community for help, as well as hiring a bodyguard if needed.

“I don’t post photos of my family online on Facebook and Twitter and so I’m very
hyper-aware and I think I’ve done a lot of preventative things that has avoided that
hate and the trolling translating from the online world to the physical world [. . . ] I
think a lot of that has to do with me being proactive and me having the privilege of
having organizational resources and support. So I think that has been extremely helpful
and making sure that the online stays online.” (P15)

These gendered differences in both perceptions of risk and strategies for protection shed light
on who is most likely to be removed from public discourse and how. This knowledge can be used
as guidance for how to design mechanisms to address and prevent the harm.

5.5 Content moderation was considered mostly useless, sometimes harmful
To our surprise, almost all participants told us that they do not find platform content moderation
useful for the types of harm that they face. The participants described abandoning content modera-
tion reporting tools after many failed attempts. One participant told us that content moderation
was sometimes weaponized against them. They described multiple instances where their content
was taken down after mass reporting attacks and that they then had to go through a long process
to reinstate their content.
Our participants described experiences of reporting content, waiting for a long time, and ulti-

mately hearing back that the content did not violate any rules.
“I was blocking, muting, and reporting in all of these cases. Specific to Facebook, I’ve
reported so many people who have directly slandered me, said things that weren’t true,
said things that put me in danger, and have been given a response of ‘This does not
violate our community policy.’ That’s great.” (P8)
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In some cases the platform’s response to reported content seemed like an implicit endorsement
of it.

“I know I’ve reported things a few times and basically got annoyed because Facebook
said it didn’t count within their community guidelines - and I’m like, the person said a
racial slur. What do you mean it’s not within your community guidelines.” (P12)

In addition to hopelessness that reporting content would have an effect, our participants were
deterred because the labor of reporting all of the harmful content that they are subject to would need
to be someone’s “full-time job” (P18). This would seem to be a good candidate for algorithmic content
moderation [71]. However, similar to their experiences with manual reporting, our participants’
past experiences with algorithmic moderation had led them to not trust that algorithms would
recognize the intricacies of the types of harm they were subject to or could help protect them:

“I do not trust an algorithm to stop people from saying they are going to blow me up
or something.” (P15)

Finally, many of our participants did not necessarily see removal of harmful content as a high
priority for themselves, especially because they believed that due to the fast pace of social media
many people would have seen the content by the time it was removed anyway. Some even saw
value in allowing the harmful content to remain, for instance for educational purposes. Others
talked about the importance of preserving harmful content, particularly threats, as evidence in case
the situation escalates.

“I don’t delete bad things. [. . . ] People ask me, ‘Why don’t you?’ And I tell them, ‘This
is the reality. And if I delete them then you get to escape the reality that I have to live.
So even though it may be offensive and hurtful, it is reality. And you don’t get to deny
it just because you don’t get to see it. So I’m going to help you see it. That’s my job.
It even made the news in [anonymized U.S. state]. It ended up - an article came out
about it. Not through me. They observed it, or people reported. An article came out
and even Senator [anonymized] who was my opponent at the time even tweeted in
support of me and that he was sorry that people were acting this way.” (P6)

While our participants mostly did not report harmful content, there were exceptions. P8 described
a case where they were the target of a misinformation campaign that put them in danger with the
Turkish government and were able to get the content removed:

“I have ninety-nine problems and I don’t want the Turkish government as another one.
So I reported it to Facebook, and they shockingly said it did violate – wow! – it did
violate community policy and they actually took it down. So that was good.” (P8)

Our findings illustrate the limitations of content moderation in removing harmful content when
the harm is sustained over time and space or is particular to a marginalized identity group. We also
found that the mere removal of offending content was not always a priority for our participants.
This finding mirrors research from Musgrave et al. who found that Black women distrust social
media platforms in reporting instances of harm [116]. Similar to our sample of Muslim Americans,
some participants in that study had tried to report offending content with no results. A few had
had their own accounts taken down. We will discuss these limitations and potential paths forward
in the discussion section.

5.6 Platform affordances that give users control are useful
Our participants described the most useful platform affordances for protecting themselves to
be those that afforded them higher control of their audience and who can contact them. Prior
research has studied the role that collective block-lists can play in protecting victims of online
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harassment [92]. Similarly, P8 described their process for using Facebook’s friend feature as a
white-list to manage who can communicate with them. Since we conducted this interview, Twitter
has implemented a similar feature to limit responses to Tweets.

“On Facebook I’ve turned off comments to non-friends, to people I am not friends
with, and so everyone who comments is my “friend” and probably doesn’t want to get
unfriended. Those are the only people that are allowed to comment. So I’ve learned
along the way to manage my mental health [. . . ] As far as I’m concerned it’s my page,
and I don’t need to consume toxic waste. Twitter – there’s no way to control that, and
so there’s a lot of negative [content . . . ] I’ve taken a step back from Twitter because it’s
so, so toxic. It’s just a cesspool of white supremacists and Islamophobes.” (P8)

Almost all of our participants found blocking a particularly useful affordance. Although, some-
times they struggled to reconcile blocking people with their personal and religious values and
positions as public figures:

“I’ve become a lot more liberal with the block button, I’d say. That has been something
that I’ve learned over time. There is something a little shameful about blocking someone
because part of you feels like you are coinciding, that you can’t win this argument, that
this person won’t change - it’s a little un-Islamic - we are supposed to believe everyone
can change, you are supposed to be your best version so that people can see it, but you
know, that’s what I was taught to do Dawah. So, something feels a bit un-Islamic about
blocking people, that’s why I was hesitant, but nowadays I don’t really care. I’m just
blocking anyone who shares something that is harassing, that is beyond the pail.” (P1)

Overall this finding highlights the potential for designing strategies that afford people more
information and control to protect themselves.

6 DISCUSSION
We found that Muslims in the U.S., a heavily marginalized group, have created counterpublics that
strive to influence wider dominant publics, but are severely limited due to rampant online harms
such as harassment, hate speech, misinformation, and doxing. We argue that the severity and scale
of this harm over time and space is not an accident or anomaly, but a coordinated practice of gaining
and maintaining spatial and racial control over social media platforms like Twitter [28, 99]. Based
on our findings, we focus our discussion on future directions for better supporting counterpublics
and marginalized people online.

6.1 Content Moderation is Fundamentally Limited
Our findings confirm prior research arguing that content moderation’s impact on people of marginal-
ized identities is to either conform to dominant norms or to resist [57]. Researchers have proposed
potential solutions for improving content moderation, the current dominant framework for ad-
dressing online harm. Some researchers have proposed jury solutions [53, 166] or advisory boards
[95] to address disagreements over what content violates site guidelines. These strategies may not
solve disproportionate removal issues for marginalized people who are unlikely to be represented
on such panels [79], therefore researchers have proposed using people’s identity to form balanced
and representative juries [70]. Other researchers have called for more transparency, accountability,
and explanations [32, 67, 118] as well as contestability [96] of moderation decision.

While we agree with these calls, our findings and prior work have led us to conclude that content
moderation – as almost the sole design and policy intervention deployed by social media platforms
to curb harmful content – has not been effective in reducing harms against marginalized people
[116]. This is partly because the needs of marginalized people who are harmed is not limited to just
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removing the content [162]. In some cases, rather, content removal policies have exposed these
group to new forms of harm, such as mass reporting campaigns and account take downs [79].
Therefore, we do not expect that more representation, transparency, and accountability on the
same system will be enough to protect counterpublics from rampant online harm that stretches
over time and space and weaponizes affordances and identity.

A central limitation of content moderation as the sole mechanism for addressing online harm is
that it assumes that harm stems from individual pieces of content, instead of from people and their
relationships [135]. To effectively address such harm, we need plans of action for how to move
forward when it does inevitably occur [82]. We turn to philosophies and practices of restorative
and transformative justice for potential paths forward.

6.2 Restorative Justice and Protection from Harm
Restorative justice is a philosophy and practice of justice that views harm not as a crime against the
rules of the state (or the platform), but as a violation of people and their interpersonal relationships
[165]. Violations create obligations, and the central obligation of restorative justice is to right
the wrong. At minimum, restorative justice requires that we address the victim’s needs related
to the harm; hold offenders accountable to right those wrongs; and involve victims, offenders,
and communities in this process [165]. Recently, HCI researchers have studied what restorative
justice approaches to addressing online harm might look like [82, 83, 116, 139, 162]. This work
has identified what adolescents need to heal from online harm [162] and gathered preferences
from different groups of users for restorative based actions such as apologies [139]. Researchers
have also advocated for the design of affordances for mediation and reconciliation [18]. Finally,
researchers have considered how the concept of subsidiarity, rather than scalability, might enable
large scale implementations of restorative justice practices in online governance [83].

Here, we focus on one central aspect of restorative and transformative justice practices: protecting
people from harm [22, 113, 153, 165]. This practice can mean protecting people before harm has
happened through community building, education, and making values, rules, and accountability
mechanisms visible. It can also mean protecting people who have been harmed from future harm.
We discuss what protecting people from the online harms that we identified can look like in practice.

We found that Muslim Americans are harmed in ways that extend over time and space. This
made it extremely costly for them to report content that targeted them. It is important to note that
such mass harassment is not naturally occuring, but is made possible because of specific affordances
of social media platforms. Affordances greatly shape how we connect and interact with others
[50, 140, 156]. Frictionless sharing of text, images, and videos to large and diverse audiences make
harassment easier [158]. One path forward can be for platforms to implement graduated privileges
for interacting with other users, particularly ones who the user is not well connected to. This
means that new accounts may not have the same access and affordances as other accounts, such
as sending images through direct messages. Over time, accounts gain new privileges that may be
taken away if they engage in harassment. We also found that when they were under mass attacks,
it became impossible for our participants to use their social media accounts for other purposes such
as support seeking. One path forward can be a “bunker” mode for social media accounts that limits
the user’s accessibility for harm but also provides them with the information and social support
they need to protect themselves [162], such as how many attempts to contact them were made
or if their personal information was shared online. Vitak et al. propose a similar “limited” mode
for targets of harassment where only a subset of users can interact with them as an alternative to
deactivating one’s account [158].
We also found that the people who targeted our participants weaponized platform affordances

in particularly harmful ways, such as continuously tagging them on violent images over months.
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Addressing these issues will require a form of “stress testing” platform affordances for their potential
to be weaponized and designing safety mechanisms to counter weaponization such as tagging
or blurring potentially harmful images [79]. This also includes the new affordances that we have
proposed above.
In creating just futures we can not however rely solely on localized harm prevention or even

on repairing one harm at a time [114]. Our research shows that the scale and severity of the harm
that Muslim Americans and other marginalized groups face is much bigger than what individual
interventions may effectively address. Transformative justice is a philosophy and practice that seeks
tomake visible and eradicate the root causes of harm such as white supremacy and hetero-patriarchy.
A systemic analysis of the harms that our participants face does not only surface islamophobia
as an underlying cause of harm, but also makes visible platform politics and business models as
driving forces for the affordances that enable harm. Platforms prioritize maximum engagement
and broad content distribution over other values such as user safety. In other words, hate is good
business [26]. Platforms also hope that governance mechanisms, such as content moderation,
either disappear under the surface or are perceived as rational and fair policing [35]. Restorative
and transformative justice approaches will do neither, as the work of repair and healing from
harm and transforming its underlying root causes is costly and challenging, yet deeply rewarding.
Transformative justice teaches a politics of liberation [10, 113]. Such an approach to addressing
online harm will prioritize healing and joy for those who are harmed the most such as Black women
[116], will practice collective action and mutual support [44, 136, 153], and will likely require that
platforms be reconceptualized entirely to be community owned and governed [30, 77–79].

7 CONCLUSION
This paper examined how visible Muslim Americans are harmed when they engage in counterpublic
activities online. We found that the harm that our participants experienced was sustained over
long periods of time and space, weaponized platform affordances, and weaponized gender and
identity. We found that Muslim Americans used strategies such as building an audience and limiting
information about and access to themselves online to be able to use their voice safely. We also
found that harm, and strategies for protection were gendered. Finally, we discuss the limitations
of content moderation as the dominant framework for addressing online harm as well as present
potential paths forward.
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